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WASHINGTON, D.C. – The March increase in a respected index of manufacturing activity offers further
confirmation of the strength of the U.S. economy in the first quarter of 2004, Vice Chairman Jim Saxton said
today. The Institute for Supply Management (ISM) today released data showing that its index of manufacturing
activity (PMI) climbed 1.1 percentage points to a level of 62.5 percent in March. The ISM index of manufacturing
employment increased for the fifth month in a row to a level of 57.0 percent. Index levels above 50 percent
indicate expansion.
“The ISM numbers released today are consistent with a wide variety of data reflecting the current strength of
the U.S. economy,” Saxton said. “The pick-up in investment over the last three quarters has given a big boost to
manufacturing because much of this investment is in machinery and equipment. The broadest measure of the
output of goods and services -- GDP -- has been growing at a strong 6 percent rate in the last two quarters for
which data are available.
“The economy in 2004 is growing at a healthy pace. As the ISM said of today’s release: ‘The first quarter
was very strong for the manufacturing sector and the economy overall.’ This continued economic growth offers
the best prospect for an acceleration of employment growth in the future,” Saxton concluded.
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For more information on current economic conditions, please visit our website at
www.house.gov/jec.
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